This paper discusses the phoneme used in Marathi language as a possible basic unit of speech recognition, for which there is some empirical psychoacoustic support in the case of human and some engineering justification in the case of machines striving to imitate human abilities. For the purpose of the research described in this paper, a basic unit of speech recognition is the intermediate form of speech information around which much of the recognition processing is organized for human beings or for machines. The general opinion of phonetician and psycholinguists is that there is indeed such a unit with relatively few distinct types 1 . For this research a basic unit is ideally an output of acoustic-phonetic processing and an input to the lexical processing stages.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last 40 to 50 years, researchers have proposed many different types of intermediate units. Some of the possibilities include sub-phoneme units, phones with right or left context, biphones, diphones [2] and variations [3] , dyads or transemes [4] , avents [5] , triphones [6] ,demisyllables [7] , whole words and phrases. Current research in psychoacoustics and psycholinguistics suggest that the syllable might be a basic unit of human speech perception. 
ACOUSTIC-PHONETIC APPROACH
Acoustic is deals with the study of different sounds and phonetic is the study of phonemes in the language. The acoustic-phonetic is based on the theory of acoustic-phonetics that postulates that there exist finite, distinctive phonetic units in spoken language and that the phonetics units are broadly characterized by a set of properties that are manifest in the speech signal , or its spectrum over time. Even though the acoustic properties of phonetic units are highly variable, both with speakers and with neighboring phonetic units it is also called as co-articulation of sounds Following are some steps taken in the acoustic-phoneic approach to speech recognition [11] 1. Segmentation and labeling phase : In first step segmentation is done along with labeling phase because it involves segmenting the speech signal into discrete region where the acoustic properties of the signal are representative of one phonetic unit.
Determination of valid words from segmentation:
second steps attempts to determine a valid word from the sequence of phonetic labels produced in the first step 
ACOUSTIC-PHONETIC APPROACH TO MARATHI LANGUAGE SPEECH RECOGNITION (MLSR)
Fig
MARATHI SPEECH SOUNDS AND FEATURES
Every language in a world have distinct speech sounds i.e. phonemes. Speech sounds of all languages are classified into vowels & consonants. Most popularly there are representing with some specific symbols generally called as Aksharas of that language. In phonetic terms & in linguistic terms vowels & consonants are defined as follows.
In phonetic terms, a speech sound is defined as a vowel. If in the production of it there is in the pharynx & the mouth no obstruction & no narrowing of a degree that would cause audible friction all these are vowels. All other sounds are taken as consonants. The basic unit of the writing system in Indian languages are Aksharas, which are an orthographic representation of speech sounds. An Akshara in Indian language scripts is close to a syllable and can be typically of the following forms: C, V, CV, CCV, VC, VV, and CVC where C is Consonant & V is Vowel. [9] The number of linguistically distinct speech sounds in a language is often a matter of judgment and is not invariant to different linguistics. Above tree structure displays list of phonetic symbols of Marathi language. As shown in table 1 &  table 2 there are 12 vowels & 35 consonants.
Here we see the conventional set of 12 vowels, classified as front, mid, or back. Corresponding to the position of the tongue hump in producing vowels.
Swara (vowels)
In Marathi language there are total 12 swara (vowels) present which are denoted by following symbols Pronounced as RU in RULE The vowel sounds are perhaps the most interesting class of sounds in Marathi. Most practical speech recognition systems rely heavily on vowel recognition to achieve high performance. To illustrate the this point consider the following section Section 1
d-.k-R; -g Hk-"k-p -H;-l o y-[ku o-D; y-[ku-'k-o-; Ik-.kZ g-r u-g-

Section2 -vks -vk-b vk-,-vk v-vk---,---vk---,--vk -bZ -vk--Å--vks --vk-bZ
In section 1 we have omitted the conventional vowel letters, however, with a little effort the average reader can fill in the missing vowels and decode the section so that it reads.
dks .kR;kgh Hkk"ks pk vH;kl o ys [ku okD;ys [kukf'kok; iw .kZ gks r ukgh-
In the section 2 we have omitted the conventional consents letters, the resulting text is essentially not decodable
Vyanjana (consonants)
In 
C-V STRUCTURE OF SYLLABLE IN MARATHI LANGUAGE
The syllable is made up of one or more than one speech sounds. Speech sounds are either vowels or consonants. The vowel element is essential to the structure of a syllable. That is a syllable is not possible without the vowel element. 
CV STRUCTURE
EXPERIMENT FOR VOWEL CLASSIFICATION
The speaker recognition results were obtained using the generated database for this work. 10 features from each speaker's speech have been extracted using LPC. Total 65 samples of vowels (swara) are used for pattern recognition.65 samples are classified into 12 classes. In pattern recognition problems a neural network is used to classify inputs into a set of target categories. The proposed features have been tested on a Artificial Neural Network Using a MATLAB tool. The Neural Network Pattern Recognition Tool will help to select data, create and train a network, and evaluate its performance using mean square error and confusion matrices. The result of the Speaker recognition is shown below Fig 4(a), Fig 4(b) respectively in the form of confusion matrix and mean square error. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper experiment is done on only vowels in Marathi language. Result of the experiment:-The recognition rate of person through selected SRS system is 98.5%. Application of the result:-The selected SRS system can be applied for all Marathi language people who can speak and read Marathi language in appropriate form all the world. We hope the SRS created will serve as baseline system for further research on improving. vary. 5. The method used for recognition system needs extensive knowledge of the acoustic properties. 6. Features are based on intuition and is not optimal in a well-defined and meaningful sense. 7. In case of Marathi Language the tone is vary from district to district. Because of all these problems the Acoustic Phonetic Approach in Marathi Language is an interesting area for research work.
ISSUES OF ACOUSTIC
FUTURE WORK:
Future work of this paper is dedicated to Marathi Continuous Speech. Which may Useful for the Marathi language Recognition System (MLRS). Marathi is an Indo-Aryan language spoken by 90 million people all over the world & mainly used in Maharashtra state in India. There is a lot of scope to develop system using Indian-languages of different aspects and variations.
